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The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

GROUP-A 

3x4 12 
1. Answer any four questions from the following: 

3 
(a) A function f:[0,1]>[0,1] is continuous on [0,1]. Prove that there exists a point 

c in [0, 1] such that f(c) =c. 

3 
(b) Show that lim does not exist. 

x+0 

(c) Prove that if f(x) is continuous at x =a and for every 8 > 0 there is a point in 
x-al<d, where f(x) = 0 then f(a) =0. 

3 
d) Verify Rolle's theorem for f(x) = 2x+x-4x-2. 

3 
(e) Prove that for two subsets A, B of a metric space (X, d) if AcB, then 

A) S S(B). 

() In a metric space (X, d) if a, be X and a*b, then show that there exists open 
balls S, and S, containing a and b respectively such that S,NS, = p. 

GROUP-B 

6x4 24 2 Answer any four questions from the following: 
(a) If g(x) = f(x)+ f1-x) and f(x)<0 on [0,1], show that g(x) is 

monotonically increasing on (0, and monotonically decreasing on .1. 
6 

4+2 tany- tanu< if 0<u<v and deduce that + 
(b) Show that 

T+u2 

1 
(c) Let lim x) =l and f is continuous at !. Prove tlhat 

lim S(x) = S(limplx)) = J0). 
I 
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6 (d) State and prove Darboux's theorem. 
() Let (&X, d) be a complete metric space and Y be a subspace of X. Prove that r 

is complete if and only if Y is closed. 
6 ( Let X =?, (1Sp<o) = The set of all pth summable sequences of real or 

where x{,} and complex numbers and let d(x, y): 

y=v,}e,. Prove that 'd' is a metric on X =l,. 

GROUP-C 

12x2 24 3. Answer any two questions from the following: 
Find the power series expansion of log(l+x). Stating clearly its region of 
validity. 

6 (a) 

(i) Let (Y, d) be a subspace of a metric space (X, d). Prove that a set AcY 
is open in (Y, d') if and only if there exists an open set G in (X, d) such 

that A = GNY. 
1+5 Define separable metric space. Give an example of separable metric space with justification. 

1+5 (i) State and prove Cantor's intersection theorem. 

6 (c) (i) Show that the function f where f +sin(log r)]. x+0 

0, x=0 

is continuous everywhere and monotonic but has no differential coefficient 
at x=0. 

6 (ii) Let (X, d) be a metric space and A cX. Show that ae A if and only if 

SNA+¢ for every neighbourhood S of o. 

6 
(d) (i) Use mean value theorem of appropriate order to prove that 

sinx > x-, O<x<n/2. 

() Let (X, d) be a metric space. Prove that a non-empty set A c X is nowhere 

dense in X if and only if the set (4) =X\A is dense in (X, d). 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.Sc. Honours 3rd Semester Examination, 2022 

CC6-MATHEMATICs 

GROUP THEORY-I 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

GROUP-A 

1. Answer any four questions: 3x4 12 

(a) Find the number ofelements of order 5 in Z1sx Z5. 

(b) Let =(12 31 4 5), write B in cycle notation. 

(c) Prove that a group G in which a' =e for every element a in G is a commutative 
group, where e is an identity element of G. 

(d) Find all homomorphism from the group (Z6, +) to (Z4, +. 

(e) Prove that centre of the symmetric group S is trivial. 

(f Prove that a non-abelian group of order 8 must have an element of order 4 

GROUP-B 

2 Answer any four questions: 6x4 24 

(a) Prove that the order of every subgroup of a finite group G is a divisor of the order 

of G. 
4+2 

Is the converse true? 

(b) (i) Prove that up to isomorphism, there are only two groups of order 4. 4 

2 (i) Let G* {e} be a group of order p', p is prime. Show that G contains an 

clement of order p. 

(C) Let H be a subgroup ofa group G and [G: H= 2. Prove that for every xe G. 

EH 
4+2 

Deduce that A, has no subgroup of order 6. 

(d) () Show that a group G of even order contains an odd number of clements of A 
order 2. 

(ii) Let in a group G, a be an element of order 30. Find o(a"). 
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6 

() In the direct product Zzox Z2x Zgx Z6, how many elements of order 12 exists? 

) (1) Let G be a finite commutative group of order n and gcd(m, n) =1. Prove 

that o:GG defined by p(x) = r", xeG is an isomorphism. 
3 

(1) Prove that the external direct product of two groups A and B is commutative 

if and only if both groups A and B are commutative. 

GROUP-C 
12x2 24 

Answer any two questions: 
4 

(a) () Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then prove that K = \gHg is a 

geG 

(i) Let a 4 7 5 2 3 1 
3 4 5 6 

normal subgroup of G. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 be the 3+3+2 

I46 7 3 5 2 

elements of S,. 

(A) Write a as a product of disjoint cycles. 

(B) Write ß as a product of 2-cycles. 

(C) Is a an even permutation? 
6 

(b) (i) Let G and G be two groups and ø:G>G be onto homomorphism. If 

H kerp, then prove that G/H = G'. 
6 

(ii) Show that a finite semigroup in which cancellation laws hold is a group. 

3+3 
(c) (1) If N and M are normal subgroups of G, then prove that 

(A) NNM is also normal in G 

(B) NM is also normal in G. 

(ii) Prove that Z/3Z Zg. 

(ii) Find the order ofH if H is a proper subgroup of a group of order 68 and H 

is non-cyclic. 
6 

(d) () Prove that the group S, (n 23) is not abelian. 

(i) Show that a group homomorphism y:(G, o)> (H, *) is one-one if and only 

if kerv={e}. Deduce that the homomorphism 9:(Z6, +) (Z6, +) defined 

4+2 

by (7) =2x is not one-one. 

2 
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GROUP-A 
1. Answer any four questions: 3x4 12 

(a) Consider the function: f)=** 
0, x=0 

3 

Show that the improper integralf(x)d« does not exist whereas its Cauchy 

principle value exists. 

3 (b) Show that r(x)>fat=for x >0. 

(c) Examine the uniform convergence of the series eries xf in -ISxsl. 3 

(d) Find the radius of convergence and exact interval of convergence of the power 

(+1) series 2n+ 2)(n+3) 

(e) Express S(x)= in a Fourier series in 0<x<27. 

(0 Show that the funetion 

Sx)= 
0, whenx is rational 

1, when x is irrational 

is not intcgrable on any interval. 

GROUP-B 

6x4 24 Answer any four questions 

x dx 
Test the convergence of 

Turn Over 3100 
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6 Find the Fourier series for the function f)=|cos of period 2/>0. 3. 

3 as follows: 4. (a) Consider the function f defined on 

_Jcos'x, ifx is rational 
S)= 0, if x is irrational 

Examine the Riemann integrability of f on 

3 (6) Give an example of a function which is integrable but has no anti-derivative. 

6 Show that the sequence of functions {s,}, where S,(x)=*", is uniformly 

convergent in [0, ], k<1l and pointwise convergent in [0, 1). 
5. 

3+3 2 
6. Discuss the convergence of log(sin x)dx. Hence find its value, if possible. 

0 

6 
Leta, be a power series with radius of convergence R(>0) and fx) be 

7. 
=0 

the sum of the series-on (-R, R), show that f (0)= k!a, (k=0,1,2,.). 

GROUP-C 
12x2 24 Answer any two questions 

dx is convergent iff n<1+m. 
Sinx 

8. (a) Show that 

4 (b) A sequence of functions {,} is defined by )= *, fn(t)=x f,(x) 

Vn21. 

4 
(c) Prove that two different power series cannot converge on the same interval 

-R, R), R>0 to the same function f. 

Show that {S,} is uniformly convergent on [0, 11. 

9. (a) Obtain the Fourier series expansion of f(x) = x sin x on [-7, 7]. Hence deduce 

that 13 3.5 5.7 
5 (b) Assuming sin'x = x+ +*+ for -ISxSl, prove that 

1 1.3 1 sind=1+ 24 5 
3100 
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1+5 
10.(a) State and prove Darboux's Theorem. 

(b) If f is bounded and integrable in [-7, r] and monotonic in -8,0) and (0, 0 6 

where 0<8<n, then show thata+a, = dk where 

a (n=0,1, 2,) denote the Fourier coefficients of f. 

11.) Test the convergence of Jede. 

5 
(b) Prove that the series is uniformly convergent on [0, 1). 

n=lnl+ x") 

3 
100 
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GROUP-A 

f-

HE-5 

1. Answer any four questions: 3x4 12 

(a) Define supremum and infimum of a set and find sup A and inf A where 

A=+:m, ne N 

46A 'supremum'4R infimum'-9 R s R 'sup 4' R 'inf 4* RI T 

CaA A = +m, neN 

supremum rfinfimum ueTT T s 4 ={ m, ne Nsup 4 

3 inf A I HT7 I 

(b) Show that Vx, ye R (x<y) there exists an irrational number s such that x < s <y. 

x<S<V. 

Tx, yE R (x<y) aHi atd IET irrational FiIT s 3afRerT F T x<s<y B| 

(c) Prove that union of finite number of closed sets in R is a closed set. 

a PCA a, 7 G (closed set)-91 7MA RU1 fAR 9PT 77 (closed set) 

R-9 AJI 

R closcd iCEHT RTTET FHTE7nT union yGCT closed HE B Yi UHTUT TR| 
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(d) Show that the series 

does not converges. 

(series)-f® u RI 

() Prove that lim (Vn+1-Vn)=0. 
1 , lim (Vn+1 -Vn) = 0. 71oo 

lim (Vn+1-Vn) =0 gT 4 yAT TRI 

() Determine the nature of the series -. 

apfo faias I 4,(-1)- e (series) 

GROUP-B 

TH8-

Answer any four questions 6x4 24 

4 
2. (a) Use Cauchy's root test to investigate the nature of the series 

n= 

Cauchy's root test"1RR A, 9 (serics)-4a epo farhi 

4l (serics) "". 
"*1 

aH rpfer Cauchy root test &TRT AUa T 
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() Let , .Find the partial sum S, ofthe seriesu, 

+ >4, -4a *R AIS (Partial Sum) 
S, A 

IT 24,1 t uT 4, atfRrs zTvea (Partial Sum) 

4 

3. (a) Prove that every bounded sequence of real number has a convergent subsequence. 
eT a, 916 a3 RUa eo a4 AA (bounded sequence) 90 B ATRT (convergent subsequence) «TAI 

2 
(6) Examine the convergence of the sequence 

G)6)-

)) 
6 Show that if x and y are two numbers of bounded sets of real number S, and S 

respectively, then prove that the set S, whose elements are of the form x+y is also 
bounded and 

sup S +sup S, =supS 

qx 9R y z|TPT S, 9R S, (real bounded set)-43 7T RN V, 

(bounded) A 9R 

sup S +sup S, = sup S. 

TR 
sup S +sup S, = sup S 

Turn Over 
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5. Prove that .. converges for p > l and diverges for pS1 

PER, + g ufeat e zA p> 1-47 9R pS1-9 

AT (divergent) i ZA 

tp>| t converge T f pSl diverge T ¥ uHToT 

Prove that K be a compact set in R, every infinite subset of K has a limit point innk 

Hence, prove that R is not compact. 
4+2 

(limit point) PTA K-9 J 

TOR, 21 ai A 'R' compact 
wHTT TIR I K yUET Compact e t K GE yeI f¥HT f 
K HTE|R compact Bi 4t yf HTU TI 

7. (a) Prove that a sequence can have at most one limit. 

TETT STTHD TiTT uA gUET limit 4HTUT TRI 

(b) State and prove Heine-Borel theorem. 4 

a1 9R ea1 1 Heine-Borel theorem'. 

Heine-Borel GyyTe er 4A YHTUT TRI 

GROUP-C 

fast-
E-T 

Answer any two questions 12x2 24 

8. (a) Show that if a seriesx, in R converges then x, -0 as n> 3 

f IR aa c (series) x, faM , B CT4 x, ->0 as n-
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(b) Test the convergence: 

(convergence) °R Al 

5 

(c) Prove that a set is closed in R iff it contains all its limit points. 

3ITHT HTCT T 

4 

9. (a) Prove that the set S cR is closed iff S'c S. 

SeS 

TS R closed ufe 3A af A1 s'cS ® TATT TRI 
(6) Prove that / eI PAI/HTUT TY 

n+1 +2 +n) 

4 
(C) Prove that the sequence {(-1)"} is not a Cauchy sequence. 

aAt ai A, 4 A (sequence) {(-1)"} -jG °Cauchy sequence' AA 

3354{(-1)"} Cauchy sequence B 4 yHTT 7 

4+2 
10.(a) Find all the limit point of the set 

S= m, ne N m 

Is S closed? Is S an open set? Justify your answer. 

1, ne NICDA RE limit point'-t G PTaI sm (closed)? 

S= m, ne N Ha fT fArgen ti| S closed ®T ? s 

open set EI? 3TR fca v| 

Turm Over 
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(6) Prove that for any e >0, there exist a natural number 7 such that 

(C) Show that the set of natural number N is unbounded above. 

CPSTG T, N TTI NTA unbounded 

4 
1(a) Show that every point in 1=[3, 7] is a cluster point of the set S=il|2 

PR I=[3, 7]-93 afoid fqod S=I0Q-47 4 'cluster point' KI 
I=[3, 7] T N fag e S=10g cluster f yHTT TI 

4 ...+Vne N is convergent. (b) Show that the sequence {S,}; where S, = 

CPR , U4 {S,} TRTA S, =+.+Vne Nfe I 

IETS,+t.+ .+Vne N convergent 8T 4rt THT TR| 

4 (c) Prove that derived set of bounded set is bounded. 

Cie htat (bounded set)-93 derived set' to q7 

3103 
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PNI 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.Sc. Honours 3rd Semester Examination, 2022 

SEC1-P1-MATHEMATICS 
Full Marks: 60 Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

The question paper contains SEC1A and SECIB. Candidates are required to 
answer any one from the two SECI courses and they should mention it clearly 

on the Answer Book. 

SECIA 

LOGIC AND SETS 

GROUP-A 

3x4 12 1. Answer any four questions: 

(a) If ais an odd integer, establish that a +(a + 2)2 + (a+4) +1 is divisible by 12. 

(b) Describe the method of contradiction to prove an argument. 
(c) Show that (p a g)>(pvg) is a tautology. 
(d) Determine all solutions in integer of 24x+138y = 18. 

3 (c) If p 25 is a prime number, show that p +2 is composite. 

( Let 4 = {1, 2,3,,i} for i=1,2,.. then findUA and 4 

GROUP-B 

6x4 24 
Answer any four questions: 

6 
(a) Stale Fermat's theorem. Using induction prove that if p is a prime, then 

a a(mod p) for any integer a. 

(b) For thrce sets A, B, C show that AN(BAC) = (4NB)A(ANC). 
c) ind the number of non-negalive integer solutions of the inequality 

t 1x, tX, t Xx, + x, <10 where x, >0, i=1, 2. 6 
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a) Find the H.C.F and L.C.M of the numbers 12, 20 and 140 using set theory. 

Show that each integer divisor e>1 of a +b3 is a product of Gaussian prime 

divisors q+ir of a +b2, unique up to unit factors. 
6 

3 
) ) Find the negation of the following statement: 

x3ylipx, y)ngx. y)}=rx. y)) 
(i) Establish the validity of the argument: 

Pvg 

P>r 

GROUP-C 

12x2 24 Answer any two questions 

3. (a) How many relations are there on a set with n elements? How many of them are 

reflexive relations? 

(b) Define POSET. Show that the relation "2" is a partial ordering on Z. 

6 
4. (a) If A and B be two equivalence relations on a set S then prove that ANB is an 

equivalence relation. 

6 (b) Prove that if n is an integer then n* 2n. 

6 
5. (a) Explain tautology and contingency. Construct truth tables to determine whether 

the following statements are tautology or contingency: 

{p=q nn)-(p=) 
i) (pA~ q)~ pvq. 

6 n4-B). Show how this formula is the generalization (b) Prove that 4-

of the De Morgan's law. 

8 6. (a) State and prove Euler's criterion. 

(b) Verify that if p is an odd prime, then 

1, if p= l(mod 8) or p =3{mod 8) 
) -1, if p=5(mod 8) or p=7(mod8) 
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SECIB 

C++ 6 

GROUP-A 
3x4 12 Answer any four questions: 1. 

(a) What will be the output of the following program? 
# include <iostream> 

void main() 

int a, b, c = 50; 

float age 
a=C 

b=c+50; 
age 23; 
cout "a=" Ka « "\n"; 
cout "b=" <b « "\n"; 
cout "c=" Kc «"\n"; 
cout "age =" Kage; 

(b) What is an inline function? Is it possible to ignore inlining? 

()Write a C++ program to find the maximum of two input numbers. 

(d) What are the most important differences between C and C++? 

()Write a C++ program to find the absolute value of an integer. 

( What is friend function? Describe its importance. 

GROUP-B 

6x4 244 Answer any four questions 

Suppose there are two 'txt files named filel.txt and file2.txt. Write a Ct++ 2. 
program that reads the data filel.txt and copy every alternative character to 
file2.txt. 

3. Write a C+ program to alternate rows and columns ofa 4x4 matrix. 

Which header file requires to calculate the length of a string? Write a C++ 4. 
program to calculate the length ofa string. 

Write a C++ program that will give the following output: 

I234 5 
I2 3 4 

5. 

23 

2 

1 
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2+2+2 What is inheritance? What are base and derived classes? Give a suitable example 

for inheritance. 
6. 

6 What is demonstrated by the following program? 
# include < iostream 

using namespace std; 

7. 

int main(O 

int exponent; 

float base, result = 1; 

cout "Enter base and exponent:"; 
cin base » exponent 
cout « basc "a"Kexponent "="; 
while (exponent !=0) 

result *= base; 

-- exponent; 

cout < result; 

return 0; 

GROUP-C 

12x2 24 Answer any two questions 

7 8. (a) Write a C++ program to detect and handle divide by zero errors. 

5 (b) Write a Ctt program to find the sum of first 15 even numbers and their squares 
sum. 

9. (a) Write a C++ program to find the factorial of a positive integer. 

(b) Write a C+ program for sorting names in alphabetical order. 

4 10.(a) What are copy constructor? Explain their need. 

(b) Write a program in C+ to illustrates the concept of overriding default operations 
performed by a user defined copy constructor. 

11.(a) What is class? Describe the syntax for declaring a class with example. 

b) Write a program in C++ to declare a class employee, consisting of data members 
"employee no" and "employee name". Write the member functions "accept( )'" to 
accept and "display( )" to display the data for five employees. 

5 
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